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Abstract
Exploring the multi-core architecture is an important issue to obtaining high performance in
parallel and distributed discrete-event simulations. However, the simulation features must ﬁt
on parallel programming model in order to increase the performance. In this paper we show our
experience developing a hybrid MPI+OpenMP version of our parallel and distributed discrete-
event individual-oriented ﬁsh schooling simulator. In the hybrid approach developed, we ﬁt our
simulation features in the following manner: the communication between the Logical Processes
happens via message passing whereas the computing of the individuals by OpenMP threads.
In addition, we propose a new data structure for partitioning the ﬁsh clusters which avoid the
critical section in OpenMP code. As a result, the hybrid version signiﬁcantly improves the total
execution time for huge quantity of individuals, because it decreases both the communication
and management of processes overhead, whereas it increases the utilization of cores with sharing
of resources.
Keywords: Parallel and distributed simulation, Parallel discrete-event simulation, High performance
distributed simulation, Individual-oriented Model, Hybrid MPI+OpenMP parallel programming
1 Introduction
Parallel and distributed discrete-event simulations are powerful tool for solving complex prob-
lems. These problems require both huge computational resources and the eﬀective use of the
underlying architecture. However, the programming models used do not always extract the
best of the architecture. In accordance with literature (section 2), it might happen because
the solution’s features do not ﬁt with the chosen model. The programming models explore the
computational resource in diﬀerent ways and consequently each one of them is more appropri-
ate for distributed memory or shared memory. Therefore the hybrid programming can take
advantage of what is the best in each paradigm.
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In our previous contributions [18, 19, 20], we have focused on a solution for distributed
memory paradigm. Where we have obtained good speedup and scalability through message
passing paradigm in our simulator. However, our solution suﬀers with poor eﬃciency with
MPI processes due the broadcast communication between the nodes. In addition, we have
observed that our simulator has attributes which could ﬁt with shared memory paradigm.
As an example, there are many individuals in the same processors but the communication
between them occurs via MPI and the simulator does not take advantage of the locality and
sharing resources. Therefore, in this paper we compared the MPI implementation of our ﬁsh
schooling simulator with the MPI+OpenMP version. The hybrid MPI+OpenMP version uses
the message passing to make the communication among the Logical Processes (LP) and control
the conservative algorithm of the simulation. The OpenMP threads are used for computing
the Individuals which are distributed over the architecture by using the partitioning cluster
algorithm [19]. In addition we propose a new data structure partitioning to avoid the critical
section in the OpenMP code. Because the data structure of the MPI version was ineﬃcient in
the hybrid version.
In the literature, many papers describe the successes and fails of applying the hybrid pro-
gramming model. Some of them are presented in section 2. Important aspects and fundamental
concepts used in this paper are discussed in the section 3. The hybrid MPI+OpenMP paral-
lelization of the simulator and the new data structure proposed is described in section 4. The
experimental results, analysis and comparison between the two versions of the simulator are
introduced in section 5. And ﬁnally, in section 6 we present the conclusions and some future
work.
2 Related Work
Hybrid parallel programming enables to explore the best that is oﬀered by distributed and
shared architecture in HPC [9]. The distributed architecture allows the scalability increasing
the number of nodes. On the other hand, the shared architecture explores the eﬃciency, memory
savings, the locality of data decreasing the communication and process migration. However,
the hybrid programming model can not be regarded as the ideal for all codes[3, 17]. Many
studies were conducted to compare the hybrid parallel programming.
Cappello and Etiemble [3] consider that the performance of model depends on the level of
shared memory model parallelization; the communication patterns; and the memory access pat-
terns. They compare hybrid models with existing MPI codes by using the NAS 2.3 benchmark.
In addition, they show that MPI approach is better for most of the benchmarks whereas the
hybrid approach is better when the benchmark has high communication time and the level of
parallelization is suﬃcient. Other authors [4, 14] also did the model programming comparison
through NAS benchmark.
Chan and Yang [4] argue that MPI can be more favorable with the scalability of clusters.
However, OpenMP can favor the speed of shared memory. In addition, the application per-
formance can be aﬀected by the type of problem that is being solved and its size. They show
that the eﬀect of MPI communication is the main weakness of this programming model. And
ﬁnally, they conclude that OpenMP prevails over MPI especially with using a multi-core proces-
sor. Hybrid programming models can match better the architecture characteristics of an SMP
cluster, and that would replace message passing communication with synchronized thread-level
memory access [10].
Smith and Bull [17] discuss situations where the hybrid model may be more eﬃcient than its
corresponding MPI implementation on an SMP cluster, such as: codes which scale poorly with
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MPI; poorly optimised intra-node MPI; poor scaling of the MPI implementation. Chow and
Hysom [7] try to understand the performance of hybrid MPI and OpenMP programs. These
authors give an overall review about factors and parameters, which aﬀect the hybrid program
performance. Jin et al. [14] bring that the no well-deﬁned interaction between MPI processes
and OpenMP threads impedes a wider adoption of hybrid programming. In fact, this limitation
requires a strong eﬀort of the programmer in order to develop hybrid solutions. However, the
MPI community are working on to improve the interface with threads in MPI 3 [14].
The literature presents many aspects that inﬂuence the performance of hybrid solutions.
Each approach could have advantages or disadvantages depending on the: architecture [7, 11,
16], network interconnection [6], and application [3, 7]. It is possible to ﬁnd many researches
reporting comparisons between programming model and orientations about how to explore
appropriately these techniques. For a list with additional references see Adhianto and Chapman
[1]. These authors show other related works that: has shown performance improvement using
the hybrid model; others that report poor hybrid performance; and some which present minor
beneﬁts to adding OpenMP to an MPI program.
3 Background
In this background section, we focus on the most important aspects of the pure MPI ﬁsh
schooling simulator. The understanding of these aspects will help to bear the experimental
results obtained in this paper. For more details and other informations about our distributed
ﬁsh schooling simulator consult our previous contributions in [18, 19, 20].
3.1 Fish Schooling Simulator
During the last few years, our group have been researching about individual-oriented models
in high performance time-driven simulation with the purpose of decreasing the total execution
time and providing close-to-reality simulation results. Individual-oriented models (IoM) are
discrete models which are developed in order to understand how global patterns emerge from
individual interactions in ecosystems. These models consist of a ﬁxed number of autonomous
individuals, interaction rules, individual attributes, which are maintained through time, and an
environment where interactions occur.
Our distributed cluster-based individual-oriented ﬁsh schooling simulator is based on the
biological model described in [12] and [13]. Fish Schools are one of the most frequent social
groups in the animal world [12]. This social aggregation shows complex emergent properties,
such as: strong group cohesion and high level of synchronization. In order to describe the ﬁsh
behavior the model considers that each ﬁsh changes its position and orientation in discrete
step of time (time-driven simulation) and the new ﬁsh’s position and orientation depend on the
position and orientation of a ﬁxed number of nearest-neighbors. The neighbor’s inﬂuence on a
single ﬁsh depends on its space-time position. In order to select appropriately the neighbors’
inﬂuence the model identiﬁes three vision areas: attraction, repulsion and parallel orientation.
3.2 Cluster-Based Partitioning
One of the challenges in distributed individual-oriented simulation is how to distribute individ-
uals on the distributed architecture in order to obtain the best scalability and eﬃciency. Solar
et al. [19] have implemented a partitioning algorithm using a cluster-based approach. This
approach consists in assigning to each node a ﬁxed set of individuals.
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The partitioning method uses a hybrid partitioning method based on Voronoi diagrams and
covering radius criterion. Voronoi diagram is a data structure in computational geometry where
given some number of objects in the space, their Voronoi diagram divides the space according
to the nearest-neighbor rule [2]. In our simulation, each object is represented by an individual
(ﬁsh) and it is associated with the area closest to it. Covering radius criterion consists in trying
to bound the area ci by considering a sphere centered at ci. These centroids (ci) contain all the
objects of the problem domain that lie in the area [5].
The individuals are associated with a position in a three-dimensional euclidean space and
together with the euclidean distance generating a metric space. The distance between objects
of this metric space is deﬁned by a set of objects X subset of the universe of valid objects U
and a distance function d : X2 → R, so ∀x, y, z ∈ X, must be met the following conditions:
Positiveness: d(x, y) ≥ 0, d(x, y) = 0 ⇒ x = y; Symmetry: d(x, y) = d(y, x); and Triangular
inequality: d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z). These conditions determine the visibility of individuals,
which allowing use of similarity or proximity within the distributed simulation. Therefore the
partitioning method consist of two phases: the centroids selection by means of covering radius
criterion which ensures it a set of centroids far away enough to the others; and the space
decomposition by means of Voronoi diagrams which allow it to deﬁne similar size areas with
similar number of individuals.
3.3 List of Clusters Data Structure
The data structure used to store individuals is called ﬁxed-radius list of clusters[5]. As presented
in the previous section, we are using a hybrid Voronoi diagram/covering radius as build criterion
for a ﬁxed-radius list of clusters[15]. The radius is ﬁxed in function of the maximum ﬁsh vision
area. This allow us deﬁning areas in which individuals can interact only with individuals
belonging to adjacent areas. The data structure is formed by a linked list of clusters, Figure 1,
implemented in C++. Each cluster object is composed of several data such as: 1) centroid -
which is the most representative element of the cluster; 2) pid - the processor identiﬁer indicates
in which node each cluster is stored; 3) bucket - in which individuals belonging to the cluster
are stored; 4) cid - the cluster identiﬁer indicating the cluster position in the list; and 5)
informations about the distances to other clusters.
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Figure 1: List of clusters used to distribute the individuals through distributed architecture.
The list of clusters is distributed through the distributed architecture. The distribution
model used is based on proximity concept. We distribute the list header together a ﬁxed set of
diﬀerent clusters to each node. This ﬁxed set of clusters is determined by the maximum number
of individuals that each node can have (NindividualsNprocessors ), and how close they are to each other. The
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aim is assigning contiguous groups of clusters to each node in order to decrease communication
and computing involved in selecting data to transfer. We group clusters by proximity into sets
of clusters that we have called meta-cluster.
4 Hybrid MPI+OpenMP Parallelization
The original ﬁsh schooling simulator was developed for distributed memory. There are several
broadcast communications in the simulator because the LPs must exchange information in
order to keep the coherence of simulation. Consequently, there is a lack of eﬃciency when large
number of cores are used and these cores are distributed in many nodes. The following two key
features support the development of the hybrid version:
• Each LP needs to know all the positions of the centroids for each simulation step. Fish
are constantly in motion, therefore the centroid changes according to their position. In
addition, the ﬁsh do the cluster migration process during all simulation. The migration
process occurs when the ﬁsh change their location from one LP to other. In order to
solve these problems, the pure MPI simulator was designed and developed by using MPI
broadcast communication. Currently in the MPI version, each core receives one MPI
process. Thus, the quantity of MPI broadcast messages increases when the number of
cores increases.
• The partitioning algorithm uses the meta-cluster to store consecutively the clusters in
the same process. As ﬁsh behavior is inﬂuenced by their neighbors the operations of
computation and communication occur between the ﬁsh that are in same meta-cluster.
This way, it is possible to explore the ﬁne-grain parallelism through OpenMP threads.
We have used the OpenMP parallelization technique called ﬁne-grain. This approach con-
sists in the parallelization of the loop nests in the computation part of the MPI code [3]. We
have focus on the main functions of the simulator. The main challenge of our hybrid paral-
lelization is to use the current list of clusters data structure (Figure 1) with OpenMP thread
concurrently. Individuals are inserted, deleted and updated on the clusters along simulation.
Therefore the same cluster and individual may be computed at same moment. Keeping the
coherence and the code free of memory access violation resulted in an undesirable slowdown by
using critical section. After preliminary experiments, we observed that changes in the list of
clusters data structure were necessary. Therefore we propose a new data structure to deal with
the simultaneous inserting, deleting and updating problems. It is presented in Figure 2.
In this new data structure, we create dynamically a vector of meta list of clusters (Figure
2.a). The size of this vector depends on the number of MPI processes created by the simulation.
The Meta list of clusters (Figure 2.b) is composed of two ﬁelds: 1) ID, which has the MPI rank
number; and a vector which has a n-list of clusters, where n is equal to thread number created
by MPI process. This data structure enable us to reduce, almost eliminate, the critical sections,
because, the clusters are distributed among the threads and each thread executes its operations
in its own list of clusters. MPI process continues working with the list of clusters (Figure 1)
but the computing is executed in the meta list of clusters (Figure 2) when the OpenMP section
begins. After data are computed through the OpenMP threads these data are consolidated
in the list of clusters of MPI process. The consolidation operation does a sequential copy of
individuals from the OpenMP data structure to the MPI data structure. Therefore this eﬀort
is valid just when the time spent in this operation is less than the communication time of the
MPI processes. In the pure MPI version, one MPI process is created per core. On the other
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Figure 2: Meta list of clusters proposed in order to avoid critical section in the OpenMP code.
hand, the number of MPI processes is reduced by using the hybrid solution. This decreases
considerably the communication time and all the inherent overhead of the management process
and its context. In the hybrid solution, there are more clusters doing computing inside the
same MPI process. Consequently, some communications and computing among the cluster are
eliminated.
5 Experimental Results
The execution environment has the following characteristics: Cluster DELL, AMD Opteron
6200 1.6 GHz, L2 = 2MB, L3 = 6MB, 8 nodes (total = 512 cores), 64 GB RAM per node,
Interconnection Gigabit Ethernet. Each node on cluster has 64 cores distributed in 4 socket
with three cache level. The two simulator versions were developed by using C++ (gcc 4.3.2),
STL (C++ standard template library), MPI namespace (openmpi 1.4.3). For the MPI version
experiments, each MPI process was created per core. For MPI+OpenMP version experiments,
we have two scenarios where each MPI process creates 8 and 16 OpenMP threads. In addition
the number of MPI process created is indicated by: total number of cores used divided by
number of threads.
In order to analyse both versions, we compare the total execution time taking in consider-
ation the total number of cores used on experiment. The details of experiments can be seen
in Table 1. The statistical results are guaranteed by using the batch replication techniques
described in [8]. In this ﬁrst experiment, shown in Figure 3, we keep a constant number of
individuals and we vary the number of cores of both the MPI version and the MPI+OpenMP
version, using 8 and 16 threads in the latter. This experiment is a proof of concept which aim
is to analyse the behaviour of both versions with diﬀerent number of cores. In addition, we
verify the inﬂuence of the number of MPI processes and threads on the hybrid version.
The MPI version has better results than the hybrid version up to 64 cores. There are
no inter-node communication on 32 and 64 cores because these cores lie in the same node.
Therefore, the overhead of OpenMP data structure’s consolidation does not compensates the
MPI communication time. This version scales very well up to 128 cores but it suﬀers with
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Architecture details MPI experiments
Cores used Node MPI processes
32 1 32
64 1 64
128 2 128
256 4 256
512 8 512
Architecture details MPI+OpenMP experiments
Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Cores used Node MPI processes OpenMP threads MPI processes OpenMP threads
32 1 2 16 4 8
64 1 4 16 8 8
128 2 8 16 16 8
256 4 16 16 32 8
512 8 32 16 64 8
Table 1: The Architecture details column contains information about number of cores used and
the number of nodes. MPI Processes column indicates how many MPI processes were created.
OpenMP Threads column indicates how many OpenMP threads were created by MPI process.
increasing the number of MPI processes as consequence of the broadcast communication.
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Figure 3: Total execution time comparison between the MPI and the MPI+OpenMP simulator
versions.
This experiment (Figure 3) shows that the performance of hybrid version depends on the
both number of MPI processes and OpenMP threads. The two MPI+OpenMP approaches
have diﬀerent execution times because their workloads are distinct. Thus, we have to watch
out the quantity of individuals inside the OpenMP data structure because it might become a
bottleneck. Since the consolidation process of the new list of cluster must copy many individuals
between the data structures.
Using more than 128 cores the hybrid version has better results. In this version, we have
decreased the number of MPI process consequently the quantity of individuals grew inside the
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LP. In other words, each MPI process manipulates and controls more individuals. This implies
in decreasing the MPI broadcast communication between the LPs in order to notify others
LP about the individuals behaviors. Consequently, the hybrid version provides more intra-
node communication rather than inter-node communication. Since intra-node communication
is a memory copy among MPI processes it means less MPI communication overhead. On the
other hand, the inter-node communication consumes memory bandwidth and slow down the
communication because it requires an extra buﬀer. In order to analyse the scalability of the
hybrid version, we increase the quantity of individuals to 262,144. As we can see in Figure 4,
the hybrid version scale very well.
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Figure 4: Scalability of the hybrid version by using 8 threads per MPI process.
We are interested in realistic and complex simulations. Therefore, in the last experiment, we
simulate 131,072, 262,144 and 524,288 individuals in both versions by using 512 cores. As we
can see in Figure 5, the hybrid version has better total execution time than the MPI version. In
this experiment, we are using 512 cores and increasing the number of individuals. The hybrid
version has more individuals together in same node thus these individuals can read directly the
memory through OpenMP threads and avoiding the memory copy among MPI processes. The
MPI+OpenMP version reduces the memory requirement overhead from multiple processes. We
can observe that the hybrid version is a feasible solution for a high number of individuals and
cores, since the number of MPI processes and threads could be adjusted.
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Figure 5: Total execution time comparison between the MPI and the MPI+OpenMP simulator
versions by using 512 cores.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we have implemented a hybrid MPI+OpenMP version of a parallel and distributed
discrete-event ﬁsh schooling simulator. This simulator was modeled by using the Individual-
oriented Model where each individual interacts with another and a ﬁne-grain parallelism can
be applied. The hybrid parallelization of existing discrete-event individual-oriented MPI im-
plementation may bring excellent results depending on the communication pattern among the
MPI processes; partitioning of individuals through the architecture distributed and shared;
computing between these individuals; and the relation between the number of MPI processes
and its OpenMP threads. Generally the data structure for distributed memory are not ap-
propriate for shared memory because it has to be designed for simultaneous access and free of
critical sections. Critical sections are main bottlenecks of OpenMP codes. In order to treat
this problem in our simulator, we create a new data structure to manipulate the data inside the
OpenMP section. This new data structure is more eﬃcient because it distributes evenly clusters
among the threads enabling simultaneous operations over the individuals without using critical
sections. We believe that the data structure proposed can be used in other kind of scientiﬁc
applications which have a similar data partitioning and have ﬁne-grain parallelism code. In
addition, we veriﬁed that replacing message passing communication with synchronized thread-
level memory access is an interesting approach for applications which has intensive broadcast
communication process. In our experiments, we reduce the total execution time of the hybrid
version in comparison with the previous MPI simulator. We observed that the hybrid version is
3.56, 2.81 and 1.87 times better than the MPI version simulating 131,072, 262,144, and 524,288
individuals by using 512 cores, respectively. Summarizing, the main contributions of this paper
are:
• We have developed a hybrid version that has better results than the MPI version for high
number of cores and individuals.
• In addition, a new data structure of clusters which avoids the critical section in OpenMP
code was proposed.
• Finally, we ﬁt the features of our simulator with the underlying architecture which support
the reduction of total execution time of simulation in the hybrid MPI+OpenMP version.
The main objectives for future work are the following: 1) we will discuss and analyze more
precisely the portion between the total execution time and communication time; 2) to develop
the dynamic load balancing algorithm for the hybrid solution; 3) to explore the thread and
process aﬃnity in the hybrid solution; and 4) identify the best relation between the number of
processes and its threads for the hybrid version.
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